FLOWERS!

Flower filled __ can be moved from a wedding to the reception
A __ can be made of crystal, glass or plastic - depending on budget
Orchids, gladioli, lilies and dahlias are grown from __
A __ red roses is a sign of love and devotion
In 1400s the English Yorks and Lancasters fought the War of the __
Every __ and Province has a specific flower as a symbol
The color __ stands for purity in love
Baby's __ is a common addition to floral displays
The __ Lily: white trumpet shaped flower that blooms in the spring
Turn an area of your yard into a flower __
Thousands of people travel to Amsterdam to see the __
This arrangement can be seen at funerals or during the holidays
Brides toss these at the end of their reception
A small flower arrangement that can be worn on the wrist
Dandelions or __ can be woven together to make a fetching crown
Green __ of different sizes adds to a arrangements allure
A __ is a rope of flowers and leaves that can adorn pews or staircases
A large __ of flowers can be placed on a deck, balcony or windowsill
To make a gift more festive attach Mylar __ to the bouquet
Send flowers for congratulations, new babies, Valentines and __
People can take classes in flower __
Jonquils are often confused with __
In __ times each flower and its color had a unique meaning
__ come in many colors - you can even dye them yourself
Where flowers are grown if the weather is too harsh
This tropical flower is a popular gift over winter holidays
Grooms wear one of these in their lapel
A floral arrangement meant to be set on a table
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